Behringer DeepMind 12 – Deeper Vol 2 – GEOSynths.
I’m back, with another set of Patches for the DeepMind 12 (12D/6) and think this set
even tops the last. It’s been a year since I did the first 128 Patches, which I followed
up a couple of months later with a free Bonus Bank..Yes, there might be another of
those coming, just need to find the time.
A lot has happened since I released Vol 1 and have worked on many other Synths
providing Patches, all of which has helped me put into practice some new techniques
and approaches with this set.
Of course, all the patches are on video prior to the set being released, as I’m
confident in the quality of all of them and the feedback has been great. I’ve heard
some of your tracks where you’ve used the patches, tweaked them, given
inspiration…and that’s the key really, it’s why I make patches…It helps to inspire your
Music, to be creative…
All sounds are brand new and again are all made from the front panel, though I did
use the help of the Editor for the Control Sequencer…Though for Sound Editing and
FX, I prefer to turn the Computer off and just use the Synth.
I hope you have fun with these sounds, I think it’s my best set to date of all the
Synths I’ve worked with…It’s one of the best Synths to come out, not just in the price
range, but period!
All the best,
GEOSynths
For Installation, please open the other document included in the Zipped File you
have downloaded.

Patch Name
01. GEOSynths GEO

Type
Pad

02. DNA Pad GEO

Pad

03. Distant Cry GEO

Pad

04. RollaDex GEO

Arp

05. SuperSync GEO

Lead

06. BassKey GEO

Bass/Poly

07. The Hill GEO

Pad

08. Warped Keys GEO

Keys

09. Rising Damp GEO

Poly

10. Fulcrum GEO

Pad

11. 360 Rads GEO

Pad

12. Layerz GEO

Lead

13. Skipper GEO

Arp

14. Warmthed GEO

Pad

15. House Keys GEO
16. TAO of Love GEO
17. Engulf GEO

Keys
Keys
Pad

18. Harmonix GEO

Lead

19. Dirt Box GEO

Lead

20. Frozen Arp GEO

Arp

21. New Juno GEO

Poly

22. Introverted GEO

Pad

23. Millenilead GEO
24. 80’s Sample GEO

Lead
Lead

Description
It has my name as it’s the type of sound I love
making. Nice big sweeping ambient Pad.
Just use the Mod Wheel to hear the Pad
breakdown into little Granules, then just listen
to them…Ahhhh.
Quite hollow but almost distant as well, almost
haunting with the Mod Wheel.
The DM12 likes to make this type of sound for
some reason.
Massive Sync Lead but Mod Wheel makes it a
bit crazy…
It was working as a Bassline with some delay,
but also worked higher up with Chords and the
Mod Wheel…So I left it.
This slow evolving Pad sums me up
completely…I love these types of sounds, which
go a bit beyond a basic Warm Pad…Sync really
adds a different texture.
Kind of reminded me more a Guitar sound,
especially when using the Pitch Wheel. Play a
Chord, then bend it
Let it sweep up and get brighter, then play
Chords. Mod Wheel for some Delay.
I tried to make the DM12 appear as if it had 2
Layers with Strings underneath a Sequence. J
Mod Wheel halfway for just the Strings
It’s all about the FX with this, trying to give the
impression of very wide Stereo Field.
It’s a Sequence but with a continuous tone
also….Layers?
LFO modulating another LFO for a rhythmic
effect.
Slow and builds to a peak and then add a bit of
Mod Wheel for a slight wobble.
A cool 12 voice EP.
Vangelis inspired EP.
Nice Creamy Pad that sweeps up, add the Mod
Wheel for your desired speed setting.
12 Voice Lead, yet still subtle. Use Mod Wheel
to hear the Harmonics from the 2 Pole Filter.
It’s Filthy…Clean up a little with Mod Wheel and
Pressure.
Arp with Modulated Reverb bit of crunch every
now and again. Added Delay from Mod Wheel
and a little tonal change.
Sounds a bit like my Juno 6, especially with the
Mod Wheel up full.
Another Rhythmic Pad, but with an inverted
envelope (I prefer them)
Cool modulated Lead with lots of variety.
This surprised me a lot…it’s all down to fast
modulation, sounds like the Vocal Sample used
by Art of Noise, Tears For Fears…was also in the

25. Time Dial GEO

String/Pad

26. StarGate GEO

Arp

27. Cold Depths GEO
28. WormHole GEO
29. ModernMoog GEO
30. 80’s Kidz GEO
31. Antartica GEO

String/Pad
Pad
Lead
Bass
Pad

32. GlassHouses GEO

Arp

33. Key2Pad GEO

Keys/Pad

34. East Realm GEO

Lead

35. ZipTie GEO

String/Pad

36. Pulsar GEO

Pad

37. White Wash GEO

Poly

38. SyncTines GEO

Keys

39. Dream Lead GEO
40. Storm Cloud GEO

Lead
String/Pad

41. Hanz Solo GEO

Lead

42. HellonEarth GEO

String/Pad

43. Swept Aside GEO

String/Pad

44. Heavy Sync GEO

Lead

45. Self Osc GEO

Organ

46. Big In 80’s GEO

Poly

47.
48.
49.
50.

SFX
Arp
Lead
Pad/SFX

Radiated GEO
LayLines GEO
PhattFook GEO
FullOfStars GEO

51. KeyColors GEO

Keys

Roland U220…Fun Fact!
LFO modulating other LFO for counter rhythm,
but randomly…sounds weird, yet good.
Arp with pitched Feedback and lots of shimmery
FX for the Mod Wheel.
This one is cold…Sad and very Cold!
One of my favourites, just nice and creamy.
Nice Lead sound, just a little bit dirty.
A bit Stranger Things with some extra delay.
Great example of inverted Envelope for the
Filter
Kind of Glass Like, don’t know how else to
describe it.
Well, I couldn’t layer them, so I made one with
the no Mod Wheel and another with it J
Best sound I’ve programmed on the DM12, not
perfect, but show how great this Synth is…So
expressive!
Fast Modulating Pad, Mod Wheel to make it
brighter.
Fast Pulsing Resonant Pad, swirling from the
Notch Filter.
Hard to describe, has an Organ quality to it, yet
it isn’t…weird!
Synced EP, but just on the Attack portion, neat
little EP. J
MiniMoog type Lead but with a twist…
It’s sad…Cold and Sad…If a Sound was Black and
White, this would be it.
Very expressive Lead, with lots of tonal variety
and cool distortion.
Massive String Pad, again negative Filter
Envelope, sweeping down, Mod Wheel to go to
the depths of Hell…well, deep anyway!
I love this one, very resonant swept Pad, to the
point of breaking up. Mod Wheel to remove
the resonance. Has a strange quality to it…one
of my Fav’s…
Sounds just like a Square Wave Sync Lead. Until
you bring in the Mod Wheel…Play C, D or Eb to
get the Distortion, that’s also harmonic.
Dirty Organ using self-resonating Filter…Goes
out of tune, as the Filter Tracking isn’t 100%.
Mod Wheel for Leslie.
Bigger than what the Hairstyles were like in the
80’s…I know, I was there. Mod Wheel for Sub
Octave Volume.
Modulated, Modulations…Does its own thing.
Cool, and melodic Arp line.
Great name hey? Well, it has a big low end!
One of the most bizarre Pads I’ve made. Play
chords with Mod Wheel off, but single note
when using the Mod Wheel for strange
unworldly textures!
EP with 2 tones and all in between thanks to the

52. Zimmerish GEO

String/Pad

53. Arp Pad GEO

Arp

54. LostNerve GEO

String/Pad

55. Broken Juno GEO
56. Her Secrets GEO
57. Alpha Juno GEO

Poly
Arp
Poly

58. CapstanKeys GEO
59. Funk Bass GEO

Keys
Bass

60. Rezonancer GEO

Arp

61. It Growls GEO

Lead

62. Vangelisi 1 GEO

String/Pad

63. Vangelisi 2 GEO

String/Pad

64. >Moog? GEO

Lead

65. SuperSawz GEO

String/Pad

66. Heavy Man GEO

Lead

67. Ghost Story GEO

String/Pad

68. Shardonnay GEO

Keys

69. Chocky GEO

String/Pad

70. UpSync GEO

Lead

71. Sub Garage GEO

Bass

72. High Pazz GEO

String/Pad

73. Big Girl GEO

Poly

Mod Wheel.
Has an Organ like texture, similar to Hans
Zimmer’s Interstellar Soundtrack. Then Mod
Wheel screws it all up J
Fast enough, so that the FX make it sound like a
Pad…sort of, so great for Chords
Err…coz it shakes a lot…Look, I hate naming
Synth Patches alright! J
Nice Sync Poly with BPM Delays.
Modulated FX helps this Arp stand out.
It’s a Poly similar to the Juno family…I even
added the noise.
EP with Tape Delays
Not done lots of Bass Sounds this time, but this
is cool.
Highly resonant Arp, to the point it’s breaking
up, but bring up the Mod Wheel slowly and
you’ll hear why…Watch your Speakers with this
one!
I love this one as the Saw wave really stands out
on the low end. If you lower Osc 2, you get a
great Saw and Noise Lead also.
It’s no secret that Vangelis is my God, so he
used to use very bright String Synth Pads, so I
tried to get close. Mod Wheel turns it into a
Pad.
Like the previous sound, just with the square
wave and a few other tweaks…It sounds
French…Why is that? J
Big and Full, juicy Moog style Lead…A bit noisy
so I could get it loud.
I actually did a video of a SuperSaw I made;
using 10 Analogue Synths…check it out on
YouTube…This was easier.
Big and Massive distorted Lead sound, Mod
Wheel for more dirt!
With being negative Envelope, it doesn’t quite
behave how you think it would…cool sound
though.
Very weird EP sound, no idea why I called it
Shardonnay, but hey…I even spelled it wrong!
Named after a Children’s Show I loved in the
80’s…Recently watched it again and now realise
why I liked it…The Music!
Sync sounds usually start from the top then go
down…noticed that? This doesn’t!
Just Filter resonance making a Sine…My whole
Studio shakes when I play this…Mod Wheel for
some Garage.
I know, terrible name, but is pretty cool. These
sorts of sounds are good over the top of other
Pads.
Can’t remember her name, I must have been
14…but she was a…ahem…Big Girl in all the
right places…Anyway, has nothing to do with
the sound…just fond memories.

74. Synthicato GEO

Poly

75. Digitalz GEO

Bass

76. Arpen Wide GEO

Arp

77. LZ Pad GEO

Pad

78. Dream State GEO

String/Pad

79. BestEverPad GEO

String/Pad

80. TR-809 GEO

Percussion

81. Evil Edna GEO

SFX

82. Garden Gate GEO

Arp

83. LightTouch GEO

Keys

84. Sad Strings GEO

String/Pad

85. Viper Lead GEO

Lead

86. Sawline GEO

Arp/Bass

87. Inversions GEO

Keys

88. Limitless GEO

Polyt/SFX

89. SETI Speaks GEO

SFX

90. PPG Keys GEO

Keys

91. Band Padz GEO

String/Pad

92. High Padz GEO
93. The80’sRock GEO
94. Whaahh GEO

String/Pad
Lead
Pad

95. Driven Keys GEO
96. LightHouse GEO
97. Fat Ass GEO

Keys
Arp
Bass

98. No Rush GEO
99. Electro Bass GEO

Lead
Bass

Nice and cutting, but I actually prefer it with the
Mod Wheel up fully. For chords.
Sounds like a Digital Bass…But with a nice bit of
Beef!
Tried to make it sound like it’s coming from
behind you…Not quite old RSS, but nice and
wide!
Is it a Pad or SFX?…I don’t know, but it’s coming
in to land.
Feedback sounds make this very different and
very special…Another favourite for me.
I love Warm Pads and suspect many of you do
too…Is this the best? Could be….
Now that Behringer are doing (or have done by
now) a TR-808 then I guess this isn’t of much
use…but good example of what the Synth can
do.
Heavily Modulated with Vocal tones when
riding the Mod Wheel.
Gated but Mod wheel controls the release time
for something new.
More Bell like than Keys though sounds great,
especially over a dark Pad.
Nice and Fizzy, just a bit sad, but behaves
differently due to negative envelope.
Band Pass Filtered Lead, with Mod Wheel for
FX…Great Lead.
An 80’s influenced Bassline and sound. Nice, big
and juicy then Mod Wheel for warm and
understated. Almost Axel F.
Love this one, can get quite rhythmic with
releasing the keys. Breaks up a bit due to the
High Resonance…though maybe I need to
Calibrate!
More of an effect, but play chords and release,
note keeps going while others are changing, like
it is layered.
More Modulation for Vocal type sounds, Mod
Wheel for holding of the “Static”
Sounds quite like a Wavetable sound instead of
Analogue. A bit more wooden/glassy with the
Mod Wheel.
Oh come on…that’s a great name! J I love
Band Pass sounds, hence why I love my OB6.
This works very well.
Same as the other, but with a high Pass Filter.
A bit heavy and greasy…
Sounds like it’s…err…saying “Whaahh”. Mod
Wheel for some normality.
Fairly authentic tone, Mod Wheel for Leslie.
It’s a bright Arp.
Big and smudgy, but almost like a Pulse when
Mod Wheel is raised.
Not a bad version of the classic Synth sound.
Not modern Electro, but the kind I used to Spin
on my Back to, in the 80’s J.

100. Sick Saws GEO
101. Giorgio GEO

Poly
Arp/Bass

102. Jew’s Harp GEO

Arp

103. Noisy Lead GEO

Lead

104. EnChoir GEO

String/Pad

105. Sunrise GEO

String/Pad

106. Moog Saw GEO
107. Dynopiano GEO

Lead
Keys

108. Genesis GEO

Lead

109. Major Layer GEO

Poly

110. My D10 GEO

String/Pad

111. HouseNation GEO
112. Chambers GEO

Percussion
Strings

113. April Rain GEO

String/Pad

114. StayWithMe GEO

SFX

115. Happy Times GEO
116. Arp Stutter GEO

Arp
Arp

117. Soundtrack GEO

String/Pad

118.
119.
120.
121.

Arp
Keys
Pad
Keys

SynthFest GEO
DistEP GEO
SimplePad GEO
DirtyRhodes GEO

122. Banned GEO
123. Movie Call GEO
124. Rocky Lead GEO
125. Ultimatum GEO

Lead
String/Pad
Lead
String/Pad

126. SweptAway GEO
127. EpicLands GEO

String/Pad
String/Pad

128. Polaris GEO

Arp

Poly Chord Stabs is what this sound is best for.
Good for 4 note Basslines, has that “I Feel Love”
vibe.
Sounds like the resonance that you get from
one, but not quite in the 303-resonance
range…Anyway, bring the Mod Wheel in for
counter rhythms.
A noisy amped Lead with FX on the keys…Could
change the FairComp for a Noisegate.
Some slight Vocal qualities to this Pad, some
more with the Mod Wheel.
This is the type of sound I could listen to all day,
it’s bright, optimistic, full of
movement…absolutely nothing like me J It is
good though.
Single Oscillator Saw, but still sounds quite full.
Lots of tonal changes with each key press and
modulation when holding a Chord…Mod Wheel
for FX.
Was asked to make this sound from a Genesis
track, so here it is. But using the Mod Wheel it
becomes a Brass Lead.
Go on…Figure it out J Play a Major Chord and
hear 2 Layers. Mod Wheel for FX.
Sounds just like a Patch I made on my old
Roland D10 back in 1989…I still have as well.
2 Bar Loop, use the Mod Wheel to Filter it.
It has some qualities of Chamber Strings, slow
attack as normal and slightly faster with the
Mod Wheel.
It was April and Raining when I made it…Slight
Pitch lift on the Attack…cool sound.
Always loved this sort of sound that was in
nd
Shakespeare’s Sister’s Song (2 Chorus). Mod
Wheel for delay.
“…The Bells Master, The Bells…”
Weird one sounds quite Modular. Mod Wheel
dirties it up a bit.
Not as good as the Classic D50 Patch by Eric
Persing, but close, especially with the Mod
Wheel up.
I was there, this is what It sounded like J
Kinda works…Prefer it with the Mod Wheel up.
Bread and Butter Pad.
Sounds pretty good to me, with a bit of crunch
and bite.
Nice cutting Band Pass Lead…Love this one.
Quite expressive, full tone for epic pieces.
An amped Lead.
This sound just sums me up again…I can make
these sounds all day.
Very wiry and slow sweeping…Great Patch.
A variation of another Patch but went a bit
further with it.
Just play a Chord and leave it running.

Terms of service
All sound libraries and samples are copyrighted by GEOSynths. Reselling of any
GEOSynths product purchased, also partially (e. g. single sounds), is prohibited.
When ordering a GEOSynths product, you accept this agreement.
Copyright
This product is © Copyright 2018 GEOSynths, all rights reserved, and is protected by
EU laws, international treaties and all other applicable national or international laws.
This product may not, in whole or in part, be copied, photocopied, translated, or
reduced to any electronic medium or machine-readable form, without prior consent
in writing, from GEOSynths and according to all applicable laws. The sole owner of
this product is the GEOSynths.
No Warranty
GEOSynths provides absolutely no warranty. The software and information are
provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including,
but not limited to, any implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose. The entire risk as to the quality and usefulness of the software
and information is with the buyer. Should the information prove to be incorrect
and/or software not work as expected, the buyer assumes the cost of all necessary
servicing, repair or correction. In no event will GEOSynths be liable for any damages,
any lost profits, lost monies, or other special, incidental or consequential damages
arising out of the use or inability to use this software and/or information including
but not limited to loss of data or data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained
by third parties, or for any claim by any other party.
Restrictions
The buyer may not use, copy, modify, translate, or transfer the product or any copy
except as expressly defined in this agreement.
Operating license
The buyer has the non-exclusive right to use the product only by a single person. If
the product permits, the buyer may physically transfer the product from one Synth
to another, provided that only the buyer uses the product. Can be used in the
buyers Music and Performances without restriction.
Back-up
The buyer may make one copy of the software part of the product solely for back-up
purposes. The buyer must reproduce and include the copyright notice on the backup copy.

Terms
This license is effective until terminated. The buyer may terminate it by destroying
the complete product and all copies thereof. This license will also terminate if the
buyer fails to comply with any terms or conditions of this agreement. The buyer
agrees upon such termination to destroy all copies of the software and of the
documentation.
Other rights and restrictions
All other rights and restrictions not specifically granted in this license are reserved by
the GEOSynths.

